SUMMER IN THE CITY
2024
Stretch Nylon Cotton Twill Jumpsuit
Raised Embroidered 5-Panel Hat
Swing Suit:
Nylon Mesh Lined S/S Qtr Zip
Nylon Mesh Lined Pull-On Short
Eastside Golf Headband
Eastside Gold Sweatbands
Embroidered “E” 5-Panel Hat
Script Stripe Snap Placket Polo
Nylon Mesh Lined Pull-On Short
Embroidered “E” 5-Panel Hat
Graphic Tee
Pull-On Cotton Nylon Short
Swing Suit:
Nylon Mesh Lined S/S Qtr Zip
Nylon Mesh Lined Pull-On Short
Eastside Golf Stand Bag
Eastside Chenille Script Headcover
Eastside Chenille Script Headcover
Tournament Hat
On Course Windbreaker
Flippy Racer Dress
Tournament Visor
Long Sleeve Banded Crop Tee
Nylon Bucket Hat
Mercerized Lightweight Hoodie
Tech Short
Cropped Graphic Tee
Athletic Tricot Tape Skort
Nylon Bucket Hat
2-Tone 6-Panel Hat
Shuffle Print Snap Placket Polo
Pull-On Cotton nylon Short
Foam Mesh Trucker Hat
Pique Mesh Halter Polo
Swing Suit:
Nylon Mesh Lined S/S Qtr Zip
Nylon Mesh Lined Pull-On Short
Mercerized Cotton Lightweight Hoodie
Pull-On Cotton Nylon Short
SUMMER IN THE CITY
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Instagram: @eastsidegolf